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Abstract

Many ways are proposed to reduce the secret storage
space of access control in hierarchy, but no one optimizes
the public parameters which are only modified by CA.
Length of each public parameter is one important factor
for the size and utilization of storage space. The frequent
changes on the maximum length of public parameter will
be a weakness for stability, in dynamic key management.
Number and length of changed public parameter are con-
sidered for the interaction between CA and trusted public
platform in dynamic management. The paper proposes an
improved scheme to optimize storage space of public pa-
rameter for each class from variable linear size to a small
constant size. Our scheme has higher utilization, stability
and efficiency on storage space of trusted public platform
and needs less interaction between CA and trusted public
platform. The security of this improved scheme is proved
on key recovery model.

Keywords: Hierarchical access control, ID-based crypto-
graphic, key management, public parameters

1 Introduction

The technology of access control, which is one of the most
important components in computer system, is a central is-
sue in computer research. With the great development of
information technology, to improve the efficiency of ac-
cess control and protect the data confidentiality, security
access control technology becomes the main research ob-
jective recently [5].

To achieve the goal of classifying users and information
resource, researchers proposed multi-level security access
control model [14]. Each two users are linked by the rela-
tionship of binary partial order. The users in high security
layer can access the secretly information possessed by low
layer users. It is infeasible on the contrary.

To reduce the key storage, Akl and Taylor [1] firstly
proposed an approach that the public key cryptography

is used on multi-level security access control, in 1983. The
approach optimizes key management greatly, which sep-
arates key assignment into a public key cryptosystem for
the management of all classes’ privilege and a symmetric
cryptosystem for data protection.

The actual scene for hierarchical access control:
In the past, hierarchical access control schemes always
are assumed that trusted public platform [4, 8] is a simple
storage space only for users’ corruption and free for whole
system. In fact, we have to admit that the trusted pub-
lic platform is provided by money. CA buys the trusted
public platform to store lots of public parameters, so the
money for the management of public parameter is related
with the whole system space for public parameter. So,
it is necessary to reduce the scale of public parameters
of the whole hierarchical access control scheme. Further,
we can consider that the trusted public platform has the
computation ability to reduce the computation which is
done by CA and users as the model of cloud computing.

Figure 1: An example of using the proposed scheme

Now, we consider the scene where the whole system
is constructed by CA, trusted public platform and users
as Figure 1. The trusted platform can provide the com-
putation and storage service [25]. It is necessary to as-
sume that the trusted platform for public parameter is as
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honest and curious as the cloud service provider in the
model of cloud computing. When a high layer user wants
to derive the low layer key, the trusted platform sends
only one corresponding public parameter which is used
for key derivation simply to the authorized user. Then,
the authorized user computes the low layer key by using
its secret key and the corresponding public parameter.

Related work: In Akl-Taylor’s scheme [1], a CA is
needed and if two security classes have a partial order
relationship, the low security class’s key can be derived
from the high security class’s key. Though the scheme is
simple to understand, but two problems are inevitable in
application. The first problem is the storage for the great
amount of integers and the other is the computation load
that all system needs to update in every change of au-
thorized relationship. To reduce the storage of integers,
Mackinnon [21] proposed a typical and improved key allo-
cation scheme. Unfortunately, a lot of integers are needed
in this scheme.

Harn and Lin [12] proposed a hierarchical encryption
access control scheme based on the hardness of large in-
teger factorization. In contrast with Akl-Taylor’s scheme,
Harn-Lin’s scheme generates key from the low layer to
high layer. Though the scheme reduces the time of public
parameters generation, the number of integers is same to
Akl-Taylor’s scheme.

Combining with the security assumptions of Akl-
Taylor’s scheme and Harn-Lin’s scheme, Hwang-Yang [15]
proposed an efficient hierarchical access control scheme.
The scheme effectively reduces the number of integers,
but it is not secure under collusion attack [28].

A YCN scheme are proposed to solve the key assign-
ment problem with a matrix model by Yeh et al. [30]. To
protect the data security, in their scheme, two key are
used which are a derivation key and an encrypted data
key. However, Hwang shown that several user classes can
collaborate to derive the derivation keys and encryption
keys in some cases under YCN scheme [13, 17]. In 2003,
to fix the collusive attack problem, Yeh et al. and Lin
proposed their improved schemes, respectively [17, 31].

To solve the problem of key security, Tzeng proposed
a time-bound cryptographic key assignment scheme in a
partially ordered hierarchy in 2002 [27]. Each authorized
user can access the specified data by the legal key during
the authorized period only. However, Yi and Ye point out
the insecurity of Tzeng’s scheme, that the secret keys of
some classes can be derived by any three users’ collabo-
ration [32]. To solve the problem, Chien and Santis pro-
posed their schemes about time-bound cryptographic key
assignment scheme in a partially ordered hierarchy [6, 24].

Lo [20] proposed a new efficient hybrid key assignment
scheme in 2011. The security of Lo’s scheme is based on
the hardness of one-way function and large integer factor-
ization. The scheme is proved more efficiently than the
previous schemes with same type. However, two efficiency
problems of Lo’s scheme must be considered on the actual
scene. They are described as following: 1). To resist the
partial key exposure attack, every ei satisfies the condi-

tion m7/8 ≤ ei ≤ m [3]. The public parameters of high
layer class are constructed by the ei’s product of all child
nodes. Obviously, the length of public parameter from
low layer class to high layer class gradually increases. So,
the public parameter of high class will be large. It is bad
for the cost on buying the space of public platform. 2).
In the dynamic key management phase, every modifica-
tion about class adding or deleting corresponds to a great
mount of modification on public parameters.

Nikooghadam [22], Wu [29], and Odelu [23] proposed
their schemes which are constructed on ECC. Lo [19] and
Lee [16] proposed their schemes Based on Polynomial.
These schemes have high efficiency on key derivation and
key management, but each authorized relationship needs
a public parameter to be stored on the public trusted plat-
form. The amount of public parameters in these schemes
largely surpasses the number of the secure classes. These
schemes not only don’t take full advantage of hierarchy
access control, but increase the cost of public parameters
storage and maintenance.

Many other schemes have been proposed to solve the
problem of access control in a hierarchy [9, 10, 11, 26].
However, two weaknesses are inevitably in these inde-
pendent key management schemes. The first one is path
searching from starting class to target class. The other is
the information interaction [33], which contains all pub-
lic parameters on the path, between the public trusted
platform and users.

Our contribution: The contributions of this paper
can be summarized as follows:

1) Firstly, to resolve the two problems proposed in
Lo’s scheme, the paper proposes an improved scheme
with constant size of public parameters. The im-
proved scheme optimizes every public parameter,
which stores on trusted public platform, to constant
size. So, comparing with Lo’s scheme, the improved
scheme has the advantage as following: To reduce
the storage of public parameters greatly; to improve
the storage utilization of public parameters greatly;
to decrease the number of modification on public pa-
rameters in dynamic key management; to strengthen
the system stability. At the same time, the optimiza-
tion of public parameters makes the key derivation
process more efficiently than Lo’s scheme.

2) Combining with Lo’s scheme, the paper introduces
the security classes’ ID to a part of public key
and proposes an ID-based hierarchical access control
scheme. By changing every public parameter to a
simple random value in constant size, the scheme re-
duces the size of storage for public parameter smaller.
As a result, the scheme optimizes the storage space
and utilization of public parameter further.

Roadmap: The remainder of the paper is structured
as follows. In Section 2, the preliminaries for security
analysis are introduced. Section 3 presents the new im-
proved scheme including key generation, key derivation
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and dynamic key management. The performance compar-
ing with the original scheme is provided in Section 4. The
security proof of the new improved scheme is discussed in
Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 The Key Recovery Attack Model for
Hierarchical Access Control Scheme

Definition 1. (Key Recovery Model) [2]. A key alloca-
tion scheme is secure in key recovery if no polynomial time
adversary A has a non-negligible advantage (in the secu-
rity parameter ρ) against the challenger in the following
game:

• Setup: The challenger C runs Setup(1ρ,G), and gives
the resulting public information Pub to the adversary
A.

• Attack: The adversary issues, in any adaptively
chosen order, a polynomial number of Corrupt(vi)
queries, which the challenger C answers by retriev-
ing ki ← Sec(vi) and giving ki to A.

• Break: The adversary outputs a node v∗, subject to
v∗ 6∈ Des(vi, G) for any vi asked in Attack Phase,
along with her best guess k′v∗ to the cryptographic key
kv∗ associated with node v∗.

We define the adversary’s advantage in attacking the
scheme as: AdvRECA = Pr[k′v∗ = kv∗ ].

The Corrupt(vi), which is proposed by adversary A,
is equivalent to collusion attack within the system. The
union of adversary’s keys is same as the collusive behavior
which the low security classes do. They have the same
object to get the high security classes’ keys. So, it is the
static security model in hierarchical system.

2.2 Hard Problems and Assumption

Definition 2. Discrete log-problem: G is a finite
cyclic group, whose generator is g and has order of n =
|G|, where it is easy to compute ga = A from a and hard
to compute a′, 0 ≤ a′ ≤ n which satisfies the condition
ga
′
, from A.

Definition 3. Strongly Hash function:

1) The input of H(.) is no any restriction on length,

2) The output of H(.) is constant length and can resist
the birthday attack,

3) It is simple to compute the value of H(x) from the
known x, but it is computationally infeasible on the
contrary,

4) No one can feasibly finds two different values of x
that give the same H(x).

Definition 4. Large integer factorization problem:
For the given odd composite number N constructed by two
prime factor, it is hard to compute the prime p which
satisfies the condition p|N in appropriate environment.

Definition 5. RSA problem: The number N = p ·
q is known, where the number p and q both are primes.
The number e is an integer and satisfies the condition
gcd(e, (p− 1) · (q− 1)) = 1. It is infeasible to compute the
unique integer m ∈ Z∗n, where m satisfies the condition
me = c(modN) from the fixed c ∈ Z∗n.

3 The Proposed Scheme

The paper proposes an improved ID-based hierarchical ac-
cess control scheme with constant size public parameter.
The scheme is comprised of key generation, key derivation
and dynamic key management.

3.1 Key Generation Phase

Firstly, a CA is needed to do the work of key computation
and assignment for the authorized users. CA executes the
following steps:

Step 1. CA chooses two large primes p and q, and com-
putes the public large number m = p · q and secret
parameter ϕ(m) = (p− 1) · (q− 1), where ϕ(m) must
be kept secretly by CA and m is kept on the trusted
public platform. At last, CA destroys p and q.

Step 2. CA generates a random number g, which is co-
prime with m and 2 < g < (m − 1). CA chooses
two public one-way hash function H1(.), H2(.) and
m7/8 ≤ H1(.) ≤ m, gcd(H1(.), ϕ(m)) = 1, H2(.) ≤
m [3].

Step 3. In the hierarchical access control, each class Ci
has an IDi.

Step 4. For every class Ci, which is a non-leaf class
or a leaf class with two or more immediate ances-
tors in the hierarchy, CA computes ei = H1(IDi).
Then, CA computes private key exponent di =
e−1i modϕ(m). The pair (ei, di) is corresponding to
Ci, where the secret key di is only kept secretly by
CA.

Step 5. Key generation.

• For every class Ci, which is a non-leaf class or a
leaf class with two or more immediate ancestors
in the hierarchy, CA computes the secret key

Ki = g
di

∏
allCl

dlmodϕ(m)
mod m, where the all

Cl is the successor of Ci and no one is a leaf
class with only one immediate ancestor.

• For every leaf class Ci, which has only one im-
mediate ancestor Cj in the hierarchy, CA ran-
domly generates a secret key Ki for the corre-
sponding class Ci and calculates a public pa-
rameter PBi = Ki ⊕H2(Kj , IDi, IDj).
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Step 6. CA passes every secret key Ki to corresponding
class Ci through a secure channel individually and
publishes all public parameters and authorized rela-
tionships on public platform of trusted.

For a clear description for the initialization and key
generation, an example of the proposed scheme, where
the classes have the authorized relationships, is shown in
Figure 2. The prime pairs, secret keys and public param-
eters about dependent key are generated as Table 1. The
secret keys and public parameters about independent key
are generated as Table 2.

Figure 2: An example of using the proposed scheme

Table 1: The dependent key in the example

Class
(Ci)

Secret key (Ki) Prime pair
(ei, di)

C1 gd1d2d3d4d5d6d7d10modϕ(m) mod
m

(e1, d1)

C2 gd2d4d5d10modϕ(m) mod m (e2, d2)

C3 gd3d6d7d10modϕ(m) mod m (e3, d3)

C4 gd4modϕ(m) mod m (e4, d4)

C5 gd5d10modϕ(m) mod m (e5, d5)

C6 gd6d10modϕ(m) mod m (e6, d6)

C7 gd7modϕ(m) mod m (e7, d7)

C10 gd10modϕ(m) mod m (e10, d10)

3.2 Key Derivation Phase

3.2.1 The Formula of Key Derivation

Ci and Cj are in the hierarchy with relationship Ci � Cj .
Secret key Ki, Kj are corresponding to classes Ci, Cj ,
respectively. The formula of key derivation from Kj to
Ki is used as following:

Table 2: The independent key in the example

Class(Ci) Public parameter(PBi) Secret key(Ki)
C8 K8 ⊕H2(K4, ID8, ID4) K8

C9 K9 ⊕H2(K4, ID9, ID4) K9

C11 K11 ⊕H2(K7, ID11, ID7) K11

· · · · · · · · ·
C20 K20 ⊕H2(K7, ID20, ID7) K20

1) Ci is a leaf class with only one immediate ancestor
Cj , Ki = PBi ⊕H2(Kj , IDi, IDj).

2) If Ci is a leaf class with only one immediate ancestor

Ck, Ki = PBi⊕H2(K

∏
allCl,Cl�Cj∧Cl�Ck

H1(IDl)

j , IDi,
IDk).

3) Otherwise, Ki = K

∏
allCl,Cl�Cj∧Cl�Ci

H1(IDl)

j .

3.2.2 Correctness Proof

Theorem 1. For two classes Ci and Cj with the rela-
tionship Ci � Cj, Cj can derive the secret key Ki of Ci
from the above formula.

Proof. In a hierarchical access control system with n
nodes, we have the public parameters PB1, PB2, ...PBn,
the one-way hash function H1(.), H2(.) and m7/8 ≤
H1(.) ≤ m, H1(.) ∈ prime, gcd(H1(.)ϕ(m)) = 1, H2(.) ≤
m.

1) Class Ci is a leaf node with only one immediate an-
cestor Cj . It is simple to get the key from the equa-
tion Ki = PBi ⊕H2(Kj , IDi, IDj).

2) Class Ci is a leaf node with only one immediate an-
cestor Ck and the relationship of Ci � Ck � Cj is
satisfied, where Ck is the immediate ancestor of Ci.
Because we do not know the secret key Kk, we shall
process the following steps. Every Cl is the successor
of Cj , except the leaf class with only one immediate
ancestor.

Ki = PBi ⊕H2(Kk, IDi, IDk)

= PBi ⊕H2(g
dk

∏
allCl,Cl�Ck

dl mod m,

IDi, IDk)

= PBi ⊕H2(K
(

∏
allCl,Cl�Cj

el∏
allCl,Cl�Ck

el
)

j mod m,

IDi, IDk)

= PBi ⊕H2(K

∏
allCl,Cl�Cj∧Cl�Ck

H1(IDl)

j mod m,

IDi, IDk).

3) Class Ci is a non-leaf class or a leaf class with two or
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more immediate ancestors in the hierarchy.

Ki = g
di

∏
allCl,Cl�Ci

dl mod m

= K
(
∏

allCl,Cl�Cj
el/(

∏
allCl,Cl�Ci

el))

j mod m

= K

∏
allCl,Cl�Cj∧Cl�Ci

H1(IDl)

j mod m

3.2.3 Example of Key Derivation

To describe the key derivation clearly, the example as Fig-
ure 2 is used.

1) The key derivation from C4 to C9:

K9 = PB9 ⊕H2(K4, ID9, ID4).

2) Because of the relationship of C11 � C7 � C1 in the
hierarchy, the key derivation from C1 to C11 is

K11 = PB11 ⊕H2(K

∏
allCl,Cl�C1∧Cl�C7

H1(IDl)

1 mod m,

ID11, ID7).

The proof is stated as follows:

K11 = PB11 ⊕H2(K7, ID11, ID7)

= PB11 ⊕H2(gd7 mod m, ID11, ID7)

= PB11 ⊕H2(g(d7d1d2d3d4d5d6d10)(e1e2e3e4e5e6e10)

mod m, ID11, ID7)

= PB11 ⊕H2(K

∏
allCl,Cl�C1∧Cl�C7

H1(IDl)

1 mod m,

ID11, ID7).

3) The key derivation from C1 to C4 is the formula

K4 = K

∏
allCl,Cl�C1∧Cl�C4

H1(IDl)

1 mod m.

The proof is stated as follows:

K4 = gd4 mod m

= g(d4d1d2d3d5d6d7d10)(e1e2e3e5e6e7e10) mod m

= K

∏
allCl,Cl�C1∧Cl�C4

H1(IDl)

1 mod m.

3.3 Dynamic Key Management

It is necessary to provide the dynamic key management
ability for a hierarchical key assignment scheme. This
section discusses the key changes of adding and deleting
classes.

3.3.1 Adding a New Class with IDnew

1) Adding a New Leaf Class with Only One Immediate
Ancestor:

a. The immediate ancestor of the new class is not
a leaf class with only one immediate ancestor
before the adding.

The new class Cnew is the immediate succes-
sor of Cr. CA generates random key Knew and
XOR public parameter PBnew as Step 5 in key
generation phase. At last, CA modifies the au-
thorized relationship to add Cnew.

b. The immediate ancestor of the new class is a leaf
class with only one immediate ancestor before
the adding.

The new class Cnew is an immediate successor
of Cr. CA generates pair (er, dr) as Step 4, and
new key Kr and random key Knew for Cr and
Cnew as Step 5 in key generation phase, respec-
tively. Then, CA modifies the secret keys of
Cr’s ancestors, and the public parameters of Cr
and Cnew. At last CA modifies the authorized
relationship to add Cnew.

2) Adding a New Non-leaf Class with Only One Imme-
diate Ancestor or a Class with Multiple Immediate
Ancestors in the Hierarchy:

a. The new class is a non-leaf class with only one
immediate ancestor.

The new class Cnew is the immediate successor
of Cr1 and the immediate ancestor of Cr2 . CA
generates pair (enew, dnew) as Step 4, and new
key Knew as Step 5 in key generation phase.
Then, CA modifies the secret keys of Cnew’s
ancestors. At last CA modifies the authorized
relationship to add Cnew.

b. The new class is a class with multiple immediate
ancestors in the hierarchy.

The new class Cnew is the immediate successor
of Cr1 and Cr2 . CA generates pair (enew, dnew)
as Step 4, and new key Knew as Step 5 in key
generation phase. If Cr1 is a leaf class with
only one immediate ancestor, CA generates pair
(er1 , dr1) as Step 4. If Cr2 is a leaf class with
only one immediate ancestor, CA does the same
work for Cr2 as the scene of Cr1 . Then, CA
modifies the secret keys of Cnew’s ancestors. At
last CA modifies the authorized relationship to
add Cnew.

3.3.2 Removing a Class with IDdel

1) Removing a Leaf Class with Only One Immediate
Ancestor:

a. The immediate ancestor of the removing class is
not a leaf class with only one immediate ances-
tor after the deleting.

The removing class Cdel is a leaf class. CA
deletes the key Kdel and public parameter
PBdel of Cdel. At last CA modifies the autho-
rized relationship to remove Cdel.
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b. The immediate ancestor of the removing class
is a leaf class with only one immediate ancestor
after the removing.

The removing class Cdel is a leaf class with only
one immediate ancestor Cr. CA deletes the key
Kdel and public parameter PBdel of Cdel. CA
deletes the key Kr and the prime pair (er, dr)
and modifies the secret keys of Cr’s ancestors.
Then, CA generates random key and XOR pub-
lic parameter for Cr as Step 5 in the key genera-
tion phase. At last CA modifies the authorized
relationship to remove Cdel.

2) Removing a Leaf Class with Multiple Immediate An-
cestors in the Hierarchy:

The removing class Cdel is a leaf class with multi-
ple immediate ancestor Cr1 , · · · , Crt . CA deletes the
key Kdel and the prime pair (edel, ddel) of Cdel. Then,
CA does a test about the class Cr1 . If Cr1 is a leaf
class with only one immediate ancestor after the re-
moving, CA deletes the secret key and prime pair
of Cr1 , and generates random key Kr1 and modifies
public parameter PBr1 for Cr1 as Step 5 in key gen-
eration phase. Then, CA modifies the secret keys of
Cdel’s ancestors. If Cr1 is not a leaf class with only
one immediate ancestor after the removing, CA only
modifies the secret keys of Cdel’s ancestors. CA does
the same test on the class Cr2 , · · · , Crt . At last CA
modifies the authorized relationship to remove Cdel.

3) Removing a Non-leaf Class:

a. All immediate successors of the removing class
are not leaf classes with only one immediate an-
cestor after the deleting.

The removing class Cdel is a non-leaf class.
CA deletes the key Kdel and the prime pair
(edel, ddel) of Cdel. Then, CA modifies the secret
keys of Cdel’s ancestors. At last CA modifies the
authorized relationship to remove Cdel.

b. Any immediate successor of the removing class
is a leaf class with only one immediate ancestor.

The removing class Cdel is a non-leaf class and
Cr1 , · · · , Crt are the immediate successors of
Cdel with only one immediate ancestor after the
removing. CA deletes the key Kdel and the
prime pair (edel, ddel) of Cdel and modifies the
secret keys of Cdel’s ancestors. Then, CA gener-
ates new random keys and XOR public parame-
ters for Cr1 , · · · , Crt as Step 5 in key generation.
At last CA modifies the authorized relationship
to remove Cdel.

4 The Efficiency Analysis Be-
tween Lo’s and Our Scheme

The efficiency comparisons are comprised of the number of
changed public parameters in dynamic key management,

space complexity of storage for public parameters and
time complexity of public key generation in key deriva-
tion.

4.1 The Number of Changed Public Pa-
rameters in Dynamic Key Manage-
ment

In general scene, CA modifies the public parameters of
the changed node and its all ancestors in Lo’s scheme,
but only the public parameters of the changed node and
its immediate ancestors in our improved scheme. So, our
scheme has less modification about public parameters in
the dynamic management than Lo’s scheme. Firstly, the
computation of changed public parameters which are ex-
ecuted on CA are reduced. Then, it is easily inferred that
the bottle of the interaction is alleviated between CA and
trusted public platform.

4.2 The Efficiency Comparison on Space
Complexity of Public Parameters
Storage

In Lo’s scheme, the public parameter is a product from a
series of large prime numbers, where every one is coprime
with ϕ(m) and satisfies the condition m7/8 ≤ ei ≤ m [3].
Two disadvantages on storage are inevitable. The first
one is that the storage of public parameter for each
class must be provided as the largest product PBi =∏
allCl,Cl�Ci

el. Obviously, the storage space is very large
and more wasteful because many public parameters are
shorter than the largest public parameters. The other one
is the stability. When the hierarchical access control layer
adds in dynamic key management, the length of largest
public parameter adds. CA must modify the length of
storage on public parameter for each class. With the op-
eration, the storage of public parameters changes deeply.
Not only more interaction between CA and trusted public
platform but also lower storage stability on trusted public
platform have to be considered.

In our improved scheme, the public parameters are di-
vided into two parts as Table 3. The first part is about
identity, which is the input of Hash function, so the length
of output about Hash function is fixed. So, the storage
on public parameter for non-leaf class and leaf class with
two or more immediate ancestors are cancelled. The other
part is XOR public parameter, which is related with the
length of private key, but the private key is no more than
m bits. So, the storage on public parameter for each class
is m bits. Now, only one base table are considered for
the classes with only one immediate ancestor. Because
of the same length public parameters, the utilization of
storage space is improved greatly. The public parameter
is constant size, so the re-operation about the length of
storage on public parameter for each node does not exist
in dynamic key management. It is good for the system
stability.
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Table 3: The comparison on length of public parameter

Schemes The public
parameter on leaf

class with only
one immediate

ancestor

The public parameter
on non-leaf class or
leaf class with more
immediate ancestors

Lo’s m bits ti ·m bits, where ti
denotes the number

of Ci and Ci’s
successors except

leaves with only one
immediate ancestor

Our m bits 0 bits

4.3 The Efficiency Comparison on Time
Complexity of Key Derivation

For a simple description, a POSET is defined as follow-
ing: Cj , Ci has tj , ti child nodes, respectively, and they
have the relationship Ci � Cj and ti ≤ tj . A division
must be executed between Cj ’s and Ci’s public parame-
ters for the derivation key in Lo’s scheme. It is a divi-
sion of tje bits, because of the relationship Ci � Cj and
PBj =

∏
allCl,Cl�Cj

el. The latest research transforms
one time division to the equal length multiplication in the
time complexity O(nlog2 3) [18], so this computation is tje
bits multiplication in the time complexity O(nlog2 3). In
our improved scheme, it is an e bits accumulative multi-
plication in tj − ti times, because of the derivation key
zji =

∏
allCl,Cl�Cj∧Cl�Ci

el. So this computation is no

more than (tj − ti)e bits multiplication in the time com-
plexity O(n) . Obviously, our improved scheme is more
efficient than Lo’s scheme because of O(n) < O(nlog2 3)
and (tj − ti)e ≤ tje as Table 4.

Table 4: The comparison of time complexity

Schemes The length of
lager number

The time complexity
of computation

Lo’s tj · e bits O(nlog23)
Our (tj − ti) · e bits O(n)

5 Proof of Security

Theorem 2. The improved scheme is secure on the key
recovery model in Definition 1.

Proof. Challenger C constructs K ′v∗ , but attacker A
only have a negligible advantage to distinguish the K ′v∗
and Kv∗ .

Algorithm STAT ourv (1τ , G′, ID, corr′v):

1) Let us construct an input for
STAT ourv (1τ , G′, ID, corr′v), where gHL = gour.

• G = G′;

• pr = H(ID);

• u = v is the attacked class;

• corru = corr′v are the keys of the classes which
are corrupted.

2) Let the input of STAT ourv is (1τ , G′, ID, corr′v) and
the output is Kour

u .

3) The output of the classes except the leaf class with
only one immediate ancestor areKHL

u = Kour
u , which

is corresponding to KHL
v∗
′

= Kour
v∗
′. Thus,

Prour[k
′
v∗ = kv∗] = PrHL[k′v∗ = kv∗].

So, we can conclude that our scheme is have the same
security with Harn-Lin scheme.

4) Assume that we have the result of KHL
v∗
′

= Kour
v∗
′ as

3). Concluding the front result and the random secret
key Ki of leaf class which attacker A owns, we mod-
ify the public parameter of leaf class to PBi = Ki ⊕
H2(Kour

v∗
′, IDi, IDu) = Ki ⊕ H2(KHL

v∗
′
, IDi, IDu).

Now, it is a negligible advantage to distinguish the
K ′v∗ and Kv∗ for the attacker who only has the leaf
class key . Thus,

Prour[K
′
v∗ = Kv∗] = |PrHL[K ′v∗ = Kv∗] + εH−1 |.

So, we can conclude that our scheme is have the same
security with Harn-Lin scheme.

Combining the above result, we can conclude that our
scheme has the same security with Harn-Lin scheme. The
security proof of Harn-Lin scheme on the key recovery
model is provided in [7]. So, our improved scheme is
secure on the key recovery model. This concludes the
Theorem 2.

6 Conclusion

The paper proposes an improved ID-based hierarchical
cryptography access control scheme which the public plat-
form only store constant size of public parameter for the
leaf classes with only one immediate ancestor. The im-
proved scheme does a great optimization as following:
The first one is the storage space of public parameters.
The second one is the system stability on public platform
part in key dynamic management, the third one is the
information interaction between CA and the public plat-
form and the last is the efficiency of key derivation. Then,
to reduce the storage space further, the paper introduces
ID as a part of public parameter. Comparing with the
same type schemes, the improved ID-based scheme has
high efficiency on space and time complexity and less in-
teraction between CA and the public platform of trusted.
At last, the paper does the work of security analysis for
the improved ID-based scheme on the key recovery model.
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